GNSO Council Meeting - 13 September 2012 – Adobe chat transcript
Marika Konings: Welcome to the GNSO Council Meeting - 13 September 2012
Bill Drake: Hi all
Bill Drake: CPH hegemony!
Wolf Knoben: Hello everyone
Carlos Dionisio Aguirre: Hi all
David Olive: Greetings All
Ching Chiao: hello everyone
Han Chuan Lee: Good day everyone!
Wendy Seltzer: I apologize that I can't make the call. Reading along as I can.
Jonathan Robinson (Registries SG): I am here and on audio. My mute button is
sticky today.
Bill Drake: FWIW I have about 75 minutes and will then disappear
Wolf Knoben: Bill, your spirit will stay with us
Joy Liddicoat: Hi all
David Taylor: @Jonathann thats what you get eating your lunch while muting.
Osvaldo Novoa: Sorry I'm late, got delayed in another meeting.
Bill Drake: W-U: The request was sent prior to the meeting, just not seen
Glen de Saint Gery: Jennifer Wolfe, the NomCom appointee has just joined the call
Jeff Neuman: Welcome Jennifer!
Marika Konings: @ Mikey - you should have control now
Stéphane Van Gelder: Thx Glen. Welcome Jennifer
Brian Winterfeldt: We said one! Not zero!
Brian Winterfeldt: :)
John Berard: A modest sacrifice at the alter of hyperbole
John Berard: altar, of cours

Jeff Neuman: Sorry Brian :)
John Berard: of course, of course
Brian Winterfeldt: No problem Jeff and well said John.
Thomas Rickert: Sorry my line was cut. Can I have a dial-out again???
Thomas Rickert: Back on the call
Thomas Rickert: Can anybody refresh my memory as to how many registrars engage
in such business practice?
Mason Cole: thomas, one in particular is well known
Mason Cole: there are one or two others from time to time that try this
Thomas Rickert: Thanks, Mason!
Thomas Rickert: Do we know when their accreditation agreements are up for
renewal?
Mason Cole: i don't...we usually don't discuss each others' contracts
Jonathan Robinson (Registries SG): ICANN surely should!
Joy Liddicoat: Agree with that approach Stephane
Thomas Rickert: I will follow up with you later.
Alan Greenberg: If I remeber correctly, when the 2009 RAA was approved, there was
aa list posted of registrars and when their renewal dates were. If that registrar never
went to the new RAA, that date wouldstill apply. If they did, you could estimate their
new date.
Thomas Rickert: Thanks, Alan! It might be worthwhile looking at that closer as I think
it would be unfortunate to invest huge resources to address an issue that only occurs
with a handful of registrars.
Thomas Rickert: Jeff +1
Alan Greenberg: @Jeff, I wasn't saying we should propose a new structure, just that
we should wave the flag that there are potential problems.
Jeff Neuman: I understand, but dont want that flag waved because I do not see any
potnential problems
Jeff Neuman: (the only problems I see are with my spelling :))

Alan Greenberg: Genven that I almosed "waived" the flag, I can sympathize.
Alan Greenberg: almost...
Wolf Knoben: the problems are not potential...
Thomas Rickert: I was cut off again ...Can you please dial-out to me?
Jeff Neuman: @wolf - There may be issues to consider...but that is very different
than calling them "problems". The RySG has already considered the issues and
believes it has addressed them
Wolf Knoben: council workload is on the Toronto agenda first
Jeff Neuman: This is Stephane's last phone meeting!!!
Wolf Knoben: Consumer Metrics is on the Toronto agenda
Jeff Neuman: Thanks Stephane!
Joy Liddicoat: i think we should start the tonrot meeting where we left off last time
Joy Liddicoat: thanks Stephane - tremendous
Brian Winterfeldt: Thank you Stephane!
Stéphane Van Gelder: thx everyone
Wolf Knoben: Joy, where did we left off?

